Anodic oxidation of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid on carbon electrodes in acetic acid solutions.
The electrochemical oxidation of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid (DOPAC) on a carbon fiber microelectrode (CF) and a glassy carbon macroelectrode (GC) in glacial acetic acid solutions was investigated using voltammetric techniques. Voltammograms recorded at these electrodes show well-defined single waves or peaks. The proposed mechanism of the anodic oxidation of DOPAC consists of two successive one-electron one-proton steps. The loss of the first electron proceeds irreversibly and determines the overall rate of the electrode process. This stage is accompanied by the generation of an unstable phenoxyl radical in position 4 of the aromatic ring. The second stage of the electrode reaction produces substituted orto-quinone as the final product of the electrode process of DOPAC. DOPAC exhibits more antioxidative power than synthetic BHT and can be useful in food protection against reactive oxygen species. The results presented can help to explain biochemical and antioxidative properties of DOPAC in a living cell and can be useful in determination of this compound in real samples.